A comparison of monopolar and bipolar EEG recordings for SSVEP detection.
This paper presents a comparative study over the detection of Steady-State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) with monopolar or bipolar electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings in a Brain-Computer Interface experiment. Five subjects participated in this study. They were stimulated with four flickering lights at 13, 14, 15 and 16 Hz and the EEG was measured simultaneously with two bipolar channels (O(1)-P(3) and O(2)-P(4)) and with six monopolar channels at O(1), O(2), P(3), P(4), T(5) and T(6) referenced to F(Z). The EEG was processed by means of spectral analysis and the estimation of power at each stimulation frequency and its harmonics. In average, the monopolar recordings present accuracy in classification of 74.5% against an 80.1% for bipolar recordings. It was found that bipolar recording are better than monopolar recordings for detection of SSVEP.